We report the discovery of a field driven transition from a striped to woven Spin Density Wave (SDW) in the tetragonal heavy fermion compound CeAuSb2. Polarized along c, the sinusoidal SDW amplitude is 1.8(2) µB/Ce for T TN =6.25(10) K with wavevector q1 = (η, η, 1 /2) (η = 0.136(2)). For H c, harmonics appearing at 2q1 evidence a striped magnetic texture below µ•Hc1 = 2.78(1) T. Above Hc1, these are replaced by woven harmonics at q1 + q2 = (2η, 0, 0) + c * until µ•Hc2 = 5.42(5) T, where satellites vanish and magnetization non-linearly approaches saturation at 1.64(2) µB/Ce for µ•H ≈ 7 T.
From micelles and vesicles in surfactant solutions [1, 2] to mixed phase type-II superconductors [3, 4] , the spontaneous formation of large scale structure in condensed matter is a subject of great beauty, complexity, and practical importance. The phenomenon is often associated with competing interactions on distinct length scales and sensitivity to external fields that shift a delicate balance. Heavy fermion systems epitomize this scenario in metals, which place f -electrons with strong spin orbit interactions near the transition point between localized and itinerant [5, 6] . Whether described in terms of oscillatory Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange interactions or Fermi-surface nesting, these strongly interacting Fermi liquids are prone to the development of long wave length modulation of spin, charge, and electronic character with strong sensitivity to applied magnetic fields.
Here we examine the magnetism of the heavy fermion system CeAuSb 2 , which was previously shown to have two distinct phases versus field (H) and temperature (T ). By establishing the corresponding magnetic structures, we gain new insight into the interactions and mechanisms that control the phase diagram and give rise to electronic transport anomalies. Specifically, we show that the application of a magnetic field along the tetragonal axis of CeAuSb 2 induces a transition from a striped to a woven modulation of magnetization, both c-polarized and modulated on a length scale exceeding the lattice spacing by an order of magnitude.
CeAuSb 2 is part of the ReTX 2 series (Re=La,Ce,Pr,Nd,Sm; T=Cu,Ag,Au; X=Sb,Bi) [7] [8] [9] [10] , which crystallizes in spacegroup P4/nmm (see * email: guygmarcus@jhu.edu; web: http://www.guygmarcus.com [11] . We grew high-purity single crystals of CeAuSb 2 via the self-flux method and used 8.5(1) mg and 114.5(1) mg crystals for diffraction in the (hh ) and (hk0) reciprocal lattice planes, respectively. To determine the magnetic structure, we mapped neutron diffraction intensity in the (hh ) and (hk0) planes using the MACS instrument at NIST [12] . The sample was rotated by 180 degrees about the vertical axis and the intensity data mapped to one quadrant. Field dependence with H c was studied in the (hk0) plane on MACS with a vertical field magnet and in the (hh ) plane using RITA-II at PSI [13] using a horizontal field magnet.
The difference between diffraction data acquired below (2 K) and above (8 K) T N is shown in Figure 3(a) . Three out of a quartet of satellite peaks are apparent around (111) and a single satellite is visible near the origin. These peaks are indexed by q 1 = (ηη 1 /2) with η = 0.136 (2) , indicating a long range ordered magnetic structure that doubles the unit cell along c and is modulated in the basal plane with a wave length λ m = (a/ √ 2η) = 23Å, as depicted in Figure 2 (a). The absence of satellite peaks of the form (η, η, 1 /2 + n), for integer n ≥ 1 (Figure 3 dimensional intensity maps. The corresponding magnetic diffraction cross sections at µ • H=0 T are compared to a striped model with spins oriented along c in Figure 3 (c), which provides an excellent account of the data with a spin density wave amplitude of m q1 = 1.8(2) µ B . Here normalization was achieved through comparison to the nuclear diffraction data acquired in the same experiment and compared to expectations for the accepted chemical structure [7] . Figure 4 (a) reports the ordered moment versus T as extracted from the wave vector integrated magnetic neutron diffraction intensity at (1 − η, 1 − η, 1 /2) and for µ • H=20 mT. Near T N these data can be described as
β where β=0.32 (5), consistent with the β=0.326 for the 3D Ising model [14] , but also with β = 0.3645(25) for the 3D Heisenberg model [15] . Landau theory at such a second order phase transition predicts the magnetic structure forms a single irreducible representation (IR) of the little group, G q , associated with q 1 . A description of the diffraction data in Figure 3 (a) by either Γ 2 (↑↑) or Γ 3 (↑↓) is consistent with this tenet. Application of the P4/nmm symmetry operations generates a second distinct wavevector (arm) of the star {q i } namely q 2 = (ηη 1 /2). The observation of q 1 satellite peaks leaves open whether distinct, single-q domains or a multi-q modulation describes the zero-field magnetic structure. As we shall now show, this is resolved by analysis of magnetic diffraction data in a field H c.
We enter the striped phase by zero-field cooling (ZFC) to 100 mK. Initial application of a magnetic field along c has little effect on the ordered moment m q1 until an abrupt reduction of 0.65(5)µ B at µ • H c1 =2.78(1) T (Figure 4(b) ). Continuing this isothermal field-sweep (IFS) to higher fields, the staggered magnetization m q1 is continually suppressed as in the approach to a second order phase transition before eventually falling below the detection limit above µ • H c2 =5.42(5) T.
While no hysteresis was detected in the field dependence of the ordered moment, we do find hysteresis in the field dependence of the characteristic wavevector. ing H. For decreasing IFS, η follows a different, nonintersecting trajectory without plateaus. This hysteresis in q 1 , and in the higher harmonics discussed below, persists to the lowest fields and for T s up to at least 2 K (see Supplementary Information), while no hysteresis is observed in the field dependence of the staggered magnetization nor in the uniform magnetization, m • (Figure 4(e) ). m • increases linearly with applied field at a rate of m • = 0.12(1)µ B T −1 /Ce until an abrupt increase of ∆m • = 0.23(3)µ B /Ce at H c1 . Above this transition, m • continues to increase linearly at a similar rate until H c2 , where the incommensurate magnetic peaks vanish. Interestingly, m • continues to increase for H > H c2 until saturating at 1.64(1) µ B /Ce, which is indistinguishable from the zero field staggered magnetization (gray band in Figure 4 (e)).
Figure 4(f) shows the longitudinal magnetoresistivity versus H at 2 K where the ρ(T ) is dominated by the residual component. For H = H c1 there is an abrupt increase in resistivity that is subsequently reversed for H > H c2 . This decrease in ρ is approximately twice as large as the increase in ρ at H c1 . One interpretation is that parts of the Fermi surface develop a gap in the ordered regimes. Figure 3(d) shows representative line cuts of elastic neutron scattering along (hh0) for H < H c1 . We find a weak, field-induced peak at (2η, 2η, 0) = 2q 1 − c * , which indicates the spatial modulation of magnetization ceases to follow a simple sinusoidal form in a field. The new Fourier component is supported by a single q 1 domain and is not accompanied by harmonics of the form q 1 ±q 2 . This constitutes evidence that the H < H c1 SDW state is striped and consists of distinct q 1 and q 2 domains. Furthermore, the presence of a magnetic satellite peak at momentum transfer Q = (2η, 2η, 0) implies the SDW moment associated with the two Ce 3+ spins within a unit cell are in phase corresponding to the Γ 2 (↑↑) IR.
The field dependence of the amplitude of the 2q 1 harmonic, m 2q1 (H), is shown in Figure 4 (b). As directly apparent from Figure 3 , there is no evidence for this harmonic in zero field with a quantitative limit of |m 3q1 | < 0.1 µ B . Upon comparison to the 0.60(7)µ B third order harmonic expected from a square-wave structure, this indicates a sinusoidal modulation for H = 0. A linear in H fit to m 2q1 (H) yields m 2q1 = 0.14(2)µ B T −1 /Ce, which is indistinguishable from m • so that |m 2q1 (H)| ≈ |m 0 (H)| throughout the striped phase (Figure 4(b,e) ). Combining the three Fourier components we obtain m j (r) = m 0 + ν j m q1 cos(q 1 · r) + m 2q1 cos(2q 1 · r) on sublattice j. Here ν = 1 (IR: Γ 2 ) and ν = −1 (IR: Γ 3 ) cannot be distinguished in the present data.
Without loss of generality we pick m 0 > 0 and m q1 > 0. To ensure |m j (r)| does not exceed the saturation magnetization at any r requires m 2q1 < 0. The corresponding m j (r) = ν j m q1 cos(q 1 · r) + m • (1 − cos(2q 1 · r)) for H immediately below H c1 is shown in Figure 1 Figure 3(b) shows the 2q 1 harmonic is replaced by satellites spanned by q 1 ± q 2 that surround (110), (110), and (000). These indicate the simultaneous presence at the atomic scale of both q 1 and q 2 and a field induced harmonic that transforms as Γ 2 . Figure 4 shows m q1±q2 , abruptly jumps to and then holds an essentially constant value of 0.7(1)µ B /Ce for H c1 < H < H c2 . The similarity to the plateau-like dependence of the residual magneto-resistivity is consistent with both phenomena arising from the opening of an additional gap on the Fermi surface: Two nesting wavevectors, rather than one, gap out twice as much of the Fermi surface, thereby doubling the residual resistivity as observed (Figure 4(f) ). For H c1 < H < H c2 the c-oriented staggered magnetization can be described as
. Here m 0 and m q1 = m q2 can again be chosen positive without loss of generality. There are two qualitatively different structures δ = ±1 that we distinguish by considering the field dependent amplitudes shown in Figure 4(b) . For δ = 1, m(r) describes a checkered pattern with four fold symmetry and m q1±q2 < 0 to avoid exceeding the saturation moment on any site (see Supplementary Information). However for this structure, the maximum magnetization of any Ce 3+ site falls considerably below saturation immediately above H c1 (Figure 2(g) ). While this might be possible if gradient terms dominate over quartic terms in a Landau free energy, the choice of δ = −1, labeled as the "woven" phase, has the virtue that max[m j (r)] remains virtually constant through H c1 and all the way up to H c2 when the measured field dependent amplitudes and magnetization in Figure 4 (b,e) are considered in Equation 2. While diffraction cannot provide definite proof for this structure, illustrated in Figure 2(d-g) , there is circumstantial evidence. Figure 2 (d) and Eq. 2 show that the woven SDW, just as the crystal structure, is not invariant under C 4 : Lobes of c-polarized spins extend along a (b) for m q1±q2 > 0 (m q1±q2 < 0). Either between sublattices or at the transition between unit cells along c, the woven pattern shifts within the basal plane by half of its period in the direction of the prolate axis of lobes with magnetization antiparallel to H. As was the case for H < H c1 , there are two spatially separated domains only now composed of c-polarized lobes of spins extended along a or b. However, the development of magnetization in the woven structure is qualitatively distinct. This is apparent in Figure 4 where the fundamental amplitude m q1 decreases with field at a rate of m q1 = −0.13(1)µ B T −1 / Ce while the harmonic m q1±q2 is field independent. m • = 0.12(1)µ B T −1 / Ce maintains the same value in the woven phase as it had in the striped phase. Figure 2 (g) shows this corresponds to increasing the magnetization of negatively magnetized regions only.
Throughout the magnetization process shown in Figure 4(c-d) , the magnetic wavelength, λ m , shows less than a 5% variation. This contrasts with other ceriumbased Ising systems. For example, CeSb undergoes a series of field driven phase transitions that alter the direction of magnetization of entire planes of spins from ↑↑↓↓ (q = (001/2)), to ↑↑↓↓↑↑↓ (q = (004/7)), to ↑↑↓↑↑↓ (q = (002/3)), all the way to full ferromagnetism (q = 0) [16] . These square-wave structures are modulated along the easy-axis and can be accounted for by the ANNNI (Anisotropic Nearest and Next Nearest Neighbor Ising) model, where 4f electrons are described as localized Ising degrees of freedom subject to oscillatory, anisotropic RKKY interactions.
A model of competing near neighbor exchange interactions that reproduces the critical wave vectors q 1 and q 2 as well as the Weiss temperature and the upper critical field is possible. At a minimum, it involves antiferromagnetic J c ¿0 between Ce sites on the c-bond and basal-plane interactions J 1 > 0 on the a-bond, J 2 < J 1 /4 on the (a+b)-bond, and J 3 = −J 1 /4 cos 2πη on the 2a-bond [17] . However, the absence of harmonics at zero field and low temperatures appears inconsistent with such a framework and points to a Fermi surface nesting induced SDW. To examine this possibility, we calculated the Fermi surface using the generalized gradient approximation (see Supplementary Information) . The result is shown in Figure 4(g) . Near the Fermi level, the band structure is dominated by f -electrons with contributions to the low energy density of states from sharply dispersing p-bands an order of magnitude smaller. While there are no ideal nesting conditions, q 1 , 2q 1 , and q 1 ± q 2 do connect areas of the f -electron dominated Fermi-surface, consistent with an SDW instability.
The distinct hysteresis of the small changes in SDW wave vector versus field (Figure 4(c,d) ) is indicative of the profound rearrangement of static magnetism at H c1 and H c2 . Upon reducing field at low T , nucleation of the woven state from the paramagnetic state at H c2 can be expected to allow for greater adherence to constraints imposed by impurities and defects than when nucleating the woven state within the striped state upon increasing field past H c1 at low T . Within the SDW picture the corresponding subtle differences in magnetic order provide a natural explanation for field-hysteretic electronic transport.
Our results provide a simple phenomenological description of the magnetization process in CeAuSb 2 that determines the critical magnetization at the metamagnetic transitions. Net magnetization is achieved by adding both a uniform and a single first harmonic component to a sinusoidal magnetization wave while maintaining the fundamental wave length and maximum amplitude. A SDW picture would appear to be appropriate and might allow for a unified understanding of the many meta-magnetic transitions in the ReTX 2 family of heavy fermion compounds.
